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Abstract- Right from the dawn of human civilization, people have started migrating from places to places for various reasons. Our 
Country; India being a nation with diverse culture and languages, people on moving away from their native may find it very difficult to 
understand different languages. Let us say a non-native speaker of Kannada language comes to the state of Karnataka may not be 
able to read the Kannada script.  So, this system which we propose will read Kannada texts present in natural scenes with the aim 
to provide assistance to the non-native speakers of Kannada language. The area of natural scene text recognition aims on the 
problem to recognize random texts in images. Examples of scene text may include street signs, name of shops, grocery item labels, 
and name plates etc. Smart phones and cameras are increasingly used for their intense feature and also for their ability to recognize 
and capture the text. The purpose of this project is to develop different ways for improving natural scene text recognition. Here, we 
try to focus on recognition of characters in such cases that are not handled effectively by traditional OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) techniques. We design a database of images which contains annotated Kannada characters inclusive of alphabets, 
digits and other symbols. The problem is depicted as an object compartmentalization skeleton comprising of a database having 
characters as image. We fetch the potential of different attribute based on Support Vector Machine taxonomy and nearest 
neighborhood. We will do this by including new types of information into models and by considering how to compose simple 
components into highly active systems. Mainly we will focus on three areas of scene text recognition, each with a decreasing 
number of prior conjectures. Firstly, we will introduce two techniques for character recognition, where word and character bounding 
boxes will be used. Next we will look at word recognition, where only word bounding boxes will be used. We want to develop a new 
technique for fragmenting text for these images called bilateral regression segmentation. Lastly, we will remove the assumption that 
words have been located and describe an end-to-end system that detects and recognizes text in any natural scene image. We 
demonstrate the performance of the system designed using 200 sample natural scene images to train. It precludes the necessity of 
costlier gathering of data and annotating.   
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—————————— ◊ —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper aims to propose work towards automatic 

recognition, extraction and translation Kannada language 

natural sign board characters. In particular, it focuses on 

recognizing every single character in textual images. Figure 

1, 2 and 3 apotheosizes the reason for this to be a flinty job. 

Even after ignoring the difficulty of text partitioning 

momentarily, the sources which brings problems are as 

follows: (i) font style and font size (ii) graphics in 

background and foreground (iii) camera alignment yielding 

to geometric distortion (iv) illumination (v) resolution of 

image (vi) removal of unwanted objects (vii) identifying 

threshold value for different images and (viii) edge 

detection. The above listed features give rise to the problem 

of object recognition. Henceforth, this technique cannot be 

used. Moreover, within the realm of possibility of such 

systems, OCR systems have been designed and developed 

for very less languages. Recognition of all languages of 

Indic origins are beyond their capability.   

 
Figure 1: Sample Source Image in Our Dataset 
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Figure 2: Examples of Different Styles of Texts in Different 

Dimensions  

 
Figure 3: Sample images of Kannada Characters belong to 

separate classes. As per Kannada Kagunitha, vowels on 

combining with consonants, it creates new character. 

Various problems are to be solved so as to read 

Kannada texts from natural scene images in conjunction 

with finding text, identification of characters, partitioning 

of words. We try to highlight via this paper to recognize 

characters; documenting recognized characters into 

editable file format and lastly translating the phrase/ 

sentence recognized to another language (say English here). 

A standard database comprising of images/ characters of 

Kannada language is introduced. To measure the 

practicability of presenting the work as Kannada Character 

recognition, we establish a paradigm to measure the 

effectiveness of different attribute based on a standard data 

set as described above. The result delineates that indeed the 

confinement of character acknowledgment assignment is a 

dull work. The number of classes for Kannada characters is 

almost 619 counting consonants, vowels, digits and other 

images utilized with exceptionally small inter-class 

disparity as finished by Figures 2 and 3. This issue is 

eminently exceptionally ghastly for Kannada dialect where 

two typical characters in the letter set can contradict fair by 

substitution of a single speck, hyphen, bar, comma, 

accentuation like structure as appeared in Figure 4. The 

distinguished characters will be diverted to an editable 

record arrange. These writings can be afterward utilized for 

different purposes as required. The recognized characters 

can be archived in Latin script. 

 
Figure 4: Characters followed by the attachments making it 

two different syllables  

2 RELATED WORKS 

The work of Kannada characters acknowledgment in 

characteristic scenes is related to issues considered in 

camera arranged record examination. Larger part of the 

work in scene content acknowledgment is particularly 

based [10], [9], [4] and [3] on finding and adjusting the 

content zones and taking after the OCR application 

strategies. [8] Such approaches are in this manner limited to 

environment where OCR works well. From this time 

forward such approaches are controlled to environment 

where OCR works appropriately. In expansion to 

amendment prepare, it does not straightforwardly relate to 

our work, as it points on discovery of printed characters. 

The edge detection is carried out by the technique 

described by J Canny, called canny edge detection 

technique [24] and also by an improved edge detection 

technique [23].  

The technique for static recognition of hand written 

characters have been efficiently solved by intra-class 

variation due to non-identical styles of writing [15], [14]. 

Such scenes prototypically assume only a finite number of 

appearance classes, unable to resolve differences in 

foreground/background color and texture, especially the 

graphics present. This is achieved by identification and 

removal of extraneous graphics in a commercial OCR 

operation [25]. For occurrence, [16] we have utilized 

cognizance from NLP and display a Markov chain system 
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for parsing pictures. [5] Presentation of composition 

machines for developing probabilistic progressive picture 

models. This makes a difference in obliging relevant 

connections. This approach permits re-usability of parts 

among different substances and non-Markovian 

disseminations. [16] Proposed a strategy that amalgamates 

picture highlights and dialect data a single demonstrate 

and coordinating disparity data between character pictures. 

Acknowledgment of digits utilizing pipelines based on 

crude pictures classifications have been broadly utilized 

[12]. [21] By shape coordinating procedure, this is too done 

[1]. The classification is carried forward by HOG technique, 

known as Histogram Oriented Gradient. In this line by line 

detection of characters and words is done. 

3 DATA SETS 

We aim to recognize Kannada characters from natural 

scene images. To do so, we design a database containing 

images of natural scene having Kannada characters. These 

images have been gathered from the streets of Tumkur and 

Bangalore, India. The natural scene images comprises not 

only of street symbols but also of sign boards, hoardings, 

posters, pamphlets, banners, name plate, number plate etc. 

However collection and annotation of huge sample of 

images is a costly as well as costly job. So, we acquired a 

database of characters generated by computer fonts of size 

72 as shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: The Standard Dataset containing all possible 

Kannada language Characters and Digits 

English language has characters separately in two cases 

namely upper case and lower case, but in case of Kannada 

Language it’s not the same. Kannada language alphabet 

does not have the system of upper case and lower case 

characters. It has 37 consonants and 16 vowels. By 

combining the vowels with consonants, it generates around 

603 distinct classes. It has numerals from 0 to 9 which can 

further combined to generate infinite number of terms. Digits 

can be identified separately.  

3.1 Data Set of Natural Image 

We have captured 200 images from mobile phone and 

digital camera. Sample images are depicted in Figure 1. 

We have applied two methods of segmentations: canny 

edge detection technique and rectangular bounding boxes 

as shown in Figure 6. Both techniques are equally likely to 

be good. The canny edge detection technique detects 

objects other than characters and digits.   

 

 
Figure 6: Canny Edge and Rectangular Bounding Boxes 

Out of 200 images of natural scene in our database; here 

we have tabulated for 20 images which has 209 numbers of 

characters are present. The proposed system has identified 

185 numbers of characters. The performance of the system 

is 88.52% and is tabulated separately in Table 1.  

Image 

ID 

No. of 

Characters 

present in an 

image 

No. of 

Characters 

Identified 

Performance 

(%) 

1 6 3 50 

2 2 1 50 

3 4 4 100 

4 8 8 100 

5 7 7 100 

6 49 49 100 

7 49 49 100 

8 2 1 50 

9 3 0 0 

10 10 10 100 

11 14 14 100 

12 9 9 100 

13 5 5 100 

14 6 6 100 

15 4 4 100 

16 4 1 100 

17 10 10 100 
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18 4 4 100 

19 7 0 0 

20 6 0 0 

Total 209 185 88.52 

Table 1: Chart Showing Success and Failure Ratio 

3.2 Font Datasets 

The standard datasets are created using the computer 

and the font size is set to 72. The sample of this dataset is 

shown in Figure 5. This dataset is referred as standard 

dataset for matching the characters from natural scenes.  

4 REPRESENTATIONS AND FEATURE EXTRACTION  

For question category acknowledgment, the well known 

procedure utilized to speak to picture substance is named 

as Bag-of-Visual-Words. The objects are spoken to as 

histogram of highlight tallies. It is accomplished by K-

means calculation, (for other strategies of producing the 

lexicon see [7]) utilizing picture corpus. One can at that 

point outline each highlight extricated from an picture onto 

its closest visual word and speak to the picture by a 

histogram over the lexicon of visual words.  

We total the set of visual words per class to frame the 

vocabulary.   

 
Figure 7: Flow of Training and Testing 

 
Figure 8: Sequential flow of execution of different features 

4.1 Features 

We have tried features like Shape Context and 

Geometric Blur, these are based on shape and edge 

detection. SVM classifier technique has also been used for 

its higher efficiency and faster processing unlike SIFT 

which is comparatively slow. The methods like canny edge 

detection, change of RGB image to Gray scale image, 

calculation of threshold for each image, highlights utilized 

for speaking to surface, such as channel reactions, patches 

and Spin Images have moreover been utilized [20]. We 

have also tried to remove the unwanted objects like 

graphics from foreground and background from the 

natural scene image. We have analyzed various commonly 

used parameters and feature detection technique used for 

each descriptor which have been described below. We have 

also tried to remove the unwanted objects like graphics 

from foreground and background from the natural scene 

image. We have analyzed different commonly utilized 

parameters and highlight location procedure utilized for 

each descriptor which has been depicted underneath. 

Convert RGB to Gray Scale [22] To convert RGB to 

grayscale, the average of all the three i.e. R, G and B is 

computed. To do so we add R with G with B and then 

divide it by 3 to obtain the grayscale.  For example: Figure 9 

and Figure 10 describes the conversion of RGB to Grayscale 

respectively.  

Geometric Blur (GB) [2] Geometric blur is simply an 

average over geometric transformations of a signal. It is 

done by sampling method called feature extraction which is 

same as SC. It is isolated into distinctive locales and at that 

point the edge introductions are checked with distinctive 

obscure figure. 

Calculating Threshold [28] Calculation of threshold of 

an image is done by separating a picture into closer view 

and foundation independently. This handle changes over 

the grayscale picture into binary picture. Example: Figure 

11 shows how threshold image looks like. 
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Shape Contexts (SC) [1] SC is a feature descriptor. It is 

used for object recognition and description of shape that 

permits measuring shape similarity. We do it by Sobel edge 

detection technique using log-polar histogram. We use 

histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) technique as well.  

Canny Edge Detection [24], [23] By the help of Canny 

Edge Detection algorithm, we detect edges of objects in an 

image. It is a multi-stage algorithm. It is useful as it extracts 

structural information. 

Removal of Unwanted Objects [25] The subject of 

removing unwanted objects from natural scene images 

without generating any possible distortion has been 

handled. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [26], [27] It is a 

highlight descriptor utilized in computer vision and picture 

handling for the reason of protest location. The procedure 

tallies events of slope introduction in localized parcels of a 

picture. features = extractHOGFeatures( I ) It returns 

extricated Hoard highlights from a truecolor or grayscale 

input picture, I . The highlights are returned in a 1-by-N 

vector, where N is the Hoard highlight length. The 

returned highlights encode neighborhood shape data from 

locales inside a picture. 

Spin Image [11], [6] It is a two dimensional histogram 

encoding method for conveyance of picture brightness. The 

two dimensional of the histogram is d, separate from the 

center point, and i the escalated esteem. We have utilized 

d=11 and i=5 for concentrated esteem, coming about in 55-

dimensional descriptors. 

Maximum Response of Filters (MR8) [18] It is a surface 

descriptor based giving 8D vectors, on a set of 38 channels 

but as it were 8 responses.  

Patch Descriptor (PCH) [19] It is the least complex thick 

include extraction strategy. For each position, the crude n × 

n pixel values are vectorized, producing an n2 descriptor. 

We utilized 5×5 patches. 

5 RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS 

Here we describe the experiments under different 

schemes as mentioned above. The three classification 

schemes used are: (a) multiple kernels learning (MKL); (b) 

support vector machines (SVM); and (c) closest neighbor 

(NN) classification utilizing c2 measurement as a closeness 

degree (d) Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG). 

The following outputs have been obtained using a 

sample natural scene image. The pictures of the output are 

given in sequential order. 

     Figure 9: Original Image from Sample Database 

 
Figure 10: Converting RGB to Gray scale Image 

 
Figure 11: Calculating Threshold of Image 

 
Figure 12: Canny Edge Detection 

 
Figure 13: Removing Unwanted Objects less than 10 pixels 

 
Figure 14: Feature Extraction 

 
Figure 15: Feature Extraction – HOG 
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Figure 16: Training  

 
Figure 17: Step wise process of Testing 

 
Figure 18: Testing 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have handled the issue of recognizing 

characters in images of natural scenes. The database of 

test common scene images containing Kannada 

characters have been captured in Bangalore and 

Tumkur, India. Clarifying of normal pictures for 

training purposes can be costly and time expending. 

The techniques listed in neural network is not that 

effective when it comes to efficiency, so we have used 

SVM whose efficiency and computational time is 

more.  

By distinguishing the downsides of the existing framework, 

we have handled the issue of recognizing Kannada 

characters in normal scene. The benefits of these 

experiments are- It increases the efficiency and 

effectiveness of work there by it saves time. 

Documents can be text searchable and editable. It can 

help non native speaker learn Kannada language and 

communicating with native people will be easy. It has 

got social benefits as well. 
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